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Abstract. The Internet is a global communication medium which interconnects several content consumers and content providers of different
countries. Since these countries have their own jurisdictions, the Internet can also be considered an interconnection of such. Although every
content consumer is generally able to access any content from any content provider, the jurisdiction of its own country may prohibit her from
doing so. This paper outlines the research towards a policy language
for regulating Internet communication. The language allows for modeling such regulations on a technical level and also covers their legal and
organizational background.
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Problem Statement

The Internet provides different categories of content which can generally be
accessed by any content consumer from any country. However, access to specific
content may be considered illegal in some countries while still being legal in other
countries. For example, the distribution of neo-Nazi material is legal in the USA
but illegal in Germany according to §86 of the German Criminal Code [1]. Since
the Internet interconnects different countries and jurisdictions, it also provides
content for those consumers who are not allowed to access it according to their
local law. A web server which is located in the USA and hosts neo-Nazi material
can also be accessed by German content consumers although they are not allowed
to do so. Although each Internet regulation is ultimately based on a set of laws
issued by a country’s government, its implementation is generally carried out
by private organizations such as Internet access providers. If these organizations
interpret the laws themselves, their implementations may differ between each
other which leads to inconsistent and possibly contradicting results [2]. In order
to reduce such unintended side-effects, the regulation should be described as
precisely as possible including all details for its technical implementation. Such
a description can be achieved by using a formal policy language. A policy consists
of several rules which follow the same purpose.
Existing approaches for regulating the access and the processing of Internet
content cover access control, usage control, and policy-based network management. However, all of these approaches focus on a particular application and are

not suited for regulating Internet communication. Access control languages such
as XACML [3] regulate the access to content at the content provider’s side. The
content provider also creates and enforces access control policies which define
the parties who are able to access the content. In the Internet, however, the
party compiling the regulation’s rules is often a country’s government while the
content provider may be located in a different country. Policy-based network
management languages like DEN-ng [4] focus on regulating the communication
flow within a closed network environment like that of an organization. It mainly
requires low-level regulation systems such as routers or switches and does not
allow for regulations on the application layer. This makes it difficult to use
such languages for regulating global Internet communication. Usage control languages such as ODRL [5] allow for regulating which actions a content consumer
may perform on a digital resource. The enforcement of usage control policies is
carried out by the content consumers’ systems since these systems are able to
detect what actions the consumer wants to perform on the resource. However,
usage control policies are rather abstract and cannot directly be interpreted by
the enforcing system. Compared to network management policies, usage control
policies require more human interaction for interpreting and enforcing them.
Since none of the existing approaches is suited for regulating Internet communication, the research outlined in this paper focuses on developing a policy
language specifically designed for this issue. The language allows for describing
flow control policies on a technical level and links them to their legal authorization. It is embedded into a workflow which covers the creation and processing of
policies for regulating Internet communication.
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Research Goal

The main research goal is to define and implement a workflow for regulating Internet communication which is transparent to all involved parties. These parties
include among others the legislator who issues the laws on which an Internet regulation is based, the party who implements the regulation on a technical level,
and the content consumers who are affected by the regulation.
The achievement of this main goal covers several different steps and aspects.
In order to minimize any misinterpretation of a particular regulation, the workflow shall be based on a formal policy language. This language shall be able to
describe the technical regulation details as well as its superior purpose such as a
country’s law or the code of conduct of the enforcing party. The workflow must
cover the creation, distribution, and technical implementation of a particular policy. Each step in a policy’s lifetime must be transparent for all involved parties.
According to these steps, the following research questions can be formulated:
What parties are involved in an Internet communication? Parties in this
case are considered legal or natural persons including organizations, governments, and individuals. A party is involved in an Internet communication if
it directly participates in the communication process between two or more
communicating parties.

What are their respective communication systems? A party participates
in an Internet communication via its corresponding communication nodes
such as web servers, web browsers, or routers. The specific communication
nodes used by a party highly depend on the function that the party fulfills
in the communication process.
What are possible mechanisms for technically regulating Internet communication? The mechanisms cover both abstract descriptions of a regulation and its technical implementation. A description is considered abstract
if it does not rely on a particular implementation system but can be used
for several systems instead.
How can a technical regulation be linked to its legal and organizational background? Internet regulations are based on the jurisdictions of
the countries in which they are active and/or on the code of conduct of the
enforcing organization. An Internet regulation can therefore be linked to its
background which covers its superior purpose as well.
How can the reasons for an Internet regulation be presented to the
affected Internet users? Since each regulation is based on an legal and/or
organizational background, this background should be presented to the affected Internet users. In doing so, the regulation itself becomes more transparent for the users.
In order to evaluate the practicability of the policy language, prototypical systems shall be developed covering the different aspects of its corresponding workflow. Such systems include routers, name servers, and application-level proxy
servers which are usually used for enforcing Internet regulations [6].
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Current Results

An ontology-based policy language for regulating Internet communication has
already been developed. The language defines a policy as a collection of rules
following the same purpose. Each rule describes the technical details for regulating one particular communication flow. A policy links several rules to their legal
authorization and/or their organizational motivation. The language is called
InFO (short for Information Flow Ontology) and covers the basic regulation
aspects independent from any enforcing system. Domain-specific extensions of
InFO provide further details for a policy’s implementation. There are currently
three different extensions available for routers, name servers, and applicationlevel proxy servers. A prototypical name server implementation is also available
which interprets and enforces policies created with InFO’s name server extension.
A rudimentary workflow for creating and processing flow control policies
has been developed as well. A dedicated rule creator interprets the country’s
laws by collecting the technical regulation details and transforming them into a
corresponding rule. This rule is then transfered to the rule enforcer who collects
several rules from different rule creators and compiles them into a policy. The
enforcer associates this policy with the rule’s legal background and its own code

of conduct. It then implements the policy on the enforcing system. If a content
consumer tries to access blocked Internet content, she receives a corresponding
message and can obtain further information about the regulation’s legal and
organizational background.
The specification of the policy language and its domain-specific extensions is
available at http://icp.it-risk.iwvi.uni-koblenz.de.
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Open Issues

In order to allow for a better validation and verification of Internet regulations,
the workflow outlined above has to be further refined. For example, digitally
signing the rules and their corresponding policies allows for identifying the parties who are responsible for creating a policy and its rules. This provides for
more transparency in the process of Internet regulation.
In order to create rules and policies, corresponding software tools must be
developed. Since the process of creating such rules and policies involves several
different parties, the software tools must also provide for such a collaborative
creation process.
Content consumers, who are affected by an Internet regulation, must be able
to understand the reasons for this regulation. This requires that the regulation’s
policy is presented to the consumer in a format which is easy to understand. A
rather technical policy description must therefore be transformed into a more
human-readable representation.
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